The general epidemic process, which is a stochastic multiparticle process belonging to the universality class of dynamic percolation, is studied in a semi-infinite geometry. Critical exponents characterizing the fractal properties are calculated to O(e) (@=6 -d, where d is the spatial dimension) with use of renormalization-group techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION The understanding of self-similar or fractal structures that characterize a large variety of growth processes in physics, chemistry, and biology is still in its very beginning. One possible route to a deeper understanding of these structures is the observation that self-similarity is also prominent in other phenomena, such as in critical fluctuations.
Critical fluctuations typically arise in macroscopic systems which are close to a second-order phase transition to the order of one loop. Evaluating (3.4) with (3.1) we obtain, using the method of dimensional regularization, ditions) the response function a, G(q,~lz, , z, )=(4(q, colz, )B, 4(q, colz, ) ) . I(q, tolz, z'}=Itt(q, tolz, z')+I, (q, tolz, z') . [I a"+P"a"+~rB, +~,r, B, +PB"+ , ' ' , e) is a crossover exponent which describes the behavior of the surface transition temperature as a function of w, near the multicritical point S. ' We can extract static correlations from (4.1) and (4.2) by setting the time arguments of (I)(4, } to zero and performing an extra time integration for all fields 4(4, ). with y = v(2 -ri) =1+(e/7). ' For N=M=1, N=M=O we determine a surface exponent y, = v(2 -g -g0) =: v(2 -g) ) = 1+-, ' , e with g) =q+r10= -"e (for S). If -N=N=O, M=M=1 we find an exponent y"=v(1 -g -2g0)= -, '+ -, )0e.
Further cluster properties of interest can be obtained from the static moments of the form' Is(coIz -z'}= -
Now we turn to a discussion of the remaining three terms in (A4) which contribute to the surface term I,(coIz, z ).
We are interested in evaluating the pole terms for z, z~0 and thus the main point consists in determining the distribution content of I, . In principle we could proceed as in the case of the bulk part by using for each term the (modified) Bessel function representation similar to (A6).
It is simpler, however, to determine the distribution character of I, in the following way: as z, z~0 separately, I,(coIz, z') has to be of the form I,(co z, Iz')= A [5"(z)5(z')+5(z)5"(z')], The pole terms arising from both the bulk and the surface contribution in connected response functions having external legs on the surface can be determined with the help of (A6) and (A14). This concludes our discussion.
